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AI is everywhere





Problems



Responsible AI to the rescue?





What does this 
actually 
mean?

Whittlestone et al., 2019



What do we mean by AI?
● This talk: supervised machine learning
● Essentially just pattern matching
● Given input-output pairs, make output predictions for new inputs



Why is AI any different?
● We don’t necessarily understand it
● New levers for observation & control
● Regulatory uncertainty



This talk: Measurement
● Not about governance, organizational principles, etc.
● Not about the technical methods
● What can quantitative measures tell us?
● Where should we be cautious?



Measurement



Metrics: a solution for responsible AI?



Plan 1. Formally define “responsible”
2. Build systems that respect this 

definition



Problem #1:
Metrics need 
normative 
values



What’s feasible

What we 
agree on



Metrics in criminal justice

Angwin, Larson, Mattu, and Kirchner, 2016

(FPR)

(FNR)

Theorem: Unless predictions are systematically dishonest, 
they will necessarily generate error rate disparities.

Kleinberg, Mullainathan, and Raghavan, 2017



Problem #2:
Metrics can’t 
make disparities 
disappear



What’s feasible

What we 
agree on

What we agree on

What’s 
feasible



Metrics as diagnosis?

Abebe, Barocas, Kleinberg, Levy, Raghavan, and Robinson, 2020



Diagnosis in facial analysis

Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018



Diagnosis → improvement?



Beyond diagnosis



Today: two settings

Algorithmic hiring Online platforms



Algorithmic 
hiring



Basic problem: discrimination

Jessica Wolf/UCLA

Same resumes, different names
[Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004]



Bogen & Rieke, 2018



Advertising

Alex Slobodkin | Getty Images

Targeting

Optimization



Case study: HUD v. Facebook (2018)



Search
Who do recruiters see?

LinkedIn



Case study: LinkedIn Search (2018)

Jordan Novet, CNBC



Assessments
Who should employers 
interview?

plum.io



Case study: Algorithmic De-biasing

Raghavan, Barocas, Kleinberg, Levy 2020

Remove features that 
contribute to 

disparate impact

Train model

Test for 
disparate 

impact

Algorithmic 
de-biasing



Takeaways
● Wide range of possible metrics
● Contextually dependent (advertising, search, assessments…)
● Rapidly changing legal environment



Online 
platforms



What determines what people see?

Content curationContent moderation



Content 
moderation



Basics of content moderation
● Volume
● Hard, traumatizing work
● AI seems well-suited?



An AI problem
Given content, predict whether it violates standards…

…but how would you actually build this?

And how would you measure if it’s working?



Not just an AI problem



● Given a policy, how do we use AI to implement it?
○ Where do we get labeled examples from?

● Is a given policy feasible to implement through AI?
○ More complex and nuanced rules are harder to implement

● How do you measure whether AI is doing what you want it to?
○ Are different groups held to different standards?
○ Can the public trust your measurement?

AI and content policy

Bakalar et al., 2021



Example: Misinformation and censorship

By many measures, conservatives share more fake news

How do we know if these are “unbiased” measures of misinformation?
Does such a measure exist?
And it it does, how would you convince a skeptic?



Content curation



● Lots of content out there
● You don’t want to see most of it
● Platforms have to decide for you
● This is “The Algorithm”

Basics of content curation



Soft censorship, bias, etc.
● Content curation presents similar problems to moderation

○ Which voices get elevated & suppressed?
○ And who decides?

● Measurement is similarly difficult

Is this the full story?



Engagement 
optimization



Engagement optimization
● The basis for how most platforms operate
● Fundamental assumption: people do what they want to do
● Therefore, we should measure and learn from behavior
● Behavioral data is ubiquitous

Is this a good assumption?



Want vs. should

● Online groceries vs. in person [Milkman, Rogers, Bazerman 2010]
○ “Want”: ice cream
○ “Should”: vegetables

● Mail-order DVDs vs. streaming [Milkman, Rogers, Bazerman 2009]
○ “Want”: action movies
○ “Should”: documentaries

How would you measure “should” for online platforms?

Measuring behavior isn’t enough

Kleinberg, Mullainathan, and Raghavan 2022



How do we learn whether users truly think content is good for them?

● Do survey responses match behavior?
● Can we learn from interventions (app crashes, break reminders, …)?
● What else should we be measuring?

Ongoing efforts

Kleinberg, Mullainathan, and Raghavan 2022



Caveats



Goodhart’s Law



Scope



Quantifiability



Measurement 
and metrics are 
necessary, but 
require caution



Thanks!
mraghavan@g.harvard.edu


